
UFC 181: Hendricks vs Lawler II Paid 
Betting Tips 

From the most profitable MMA betting team in the world, thefightpredictor.com 

presents its paid-only UFC betting tips for your enjoyment and profit!  

 



Todd Duffee vs Anthony Hamilton 

 
We already have a free bet on the other heavyweight bout so why not make it both? Just kidding, 

there’s a lot more going into this bout than just that.  Todd Duffee enters the fight having not fought in 

over 2 years.  It will be the second time in his 7 year career that he has had a lay off of over 1 year.  The 

last time was prior to his TKO win over Philip De Fries in his return to UFC action after being cut in 2010.  

Duffee’s real claim to fame is being tied for the UFC record for fastest knockout having dispatched of 

Tim Hague at UFC 102 in 7 seconds.  Following Duffee’s win over De Fries, he had some injury issues 

which kept him out much of 2013 and had another setback when he was diagnosed with Parsonage 

Turner Syndrome.  While we aren’t doctors, what we can gather about the disease is that he probably 

wasn’t able to train seriously while he had the disease and it’s hard to predict how he shows up on fight 

night.  Anthony Hamilton enters the fight with a 1-1 record in UFC competition with a loss to Oleksiv 

Oliynyk and a win over Ruan Potts.  His primary strength is his wrestling, but he has shown ok standup as 

well. 

For some reason the public is betting Todd Duffee like he is a sure winner in this fight.  As an MMA 

handicapper, that is pretty hard to believe.  First of all, he’s coming off a very long layoff so we don’t 

know how that will affect him.  Secondly, it’s not like Duffee is an outstanding fighter.  He had 2 TKO 

losses to Mike Russow and Alister Overeem  and has only ever beaten Tim Hague and Philip De Fries in 

the UFC and neither of those two guys were able to stick in the promotion.  In addition to the layoff and 

the lack of big victories, we don’t really know if the kickboxer Duffee will be able to stuff the takedowns 

of Hamilton.  Sure, in theory he should have the advantage on the feet, but we don’t even really know 

that for sure as Hamilton (a former All American wrestler) is pretty athletic for a big man.  A bet on 

Hamilton as a decently big underdog is a no brainer in our opinion.  There are just too many question 

marks on Duffee. 

We placed a 2 unit bet on Hamilton at 3.80 (+280) 

Alex White vs Clay Collard 
 

In a battle of relative UFC newcomers which opens the card, Alex White and Clay Collard will collide.  

White is 26 years old and 10-1 overall.  He has 2 fights in the UFC and they have been split leaving him 

with a 1-1 record for the promotion.  Clay Collard will be making his second UFC appearance at UFC 181 

having lost his debut to the surging Max Holloway.  He is just 21 years old and has already compiled a 

13-5 record including the UFC debut loss.  The odds for this fight have gone back and forth with it 

opening as a pick em, the money coming in on White to make him the favourite, then the money going 

back the other way and finally settling with White as the slight favourite and Collard as the slight 

underdog. 



In this fight, we feel the value is on Collard with the line on him at 2.25 (+125).  One important thing to 

note is that career losses tends to have a greater effect on the odds a fighter receives than on the actual 

outcome of the fight statistically speaking.  What this means in basic terms is that Collard is likely 

undervalued because he has 5 career losses, while White is likely overvalued because he has just 1 

career loss.  Secondly, Collard is the younger of the two which probably means he has more room for 

improvement, but that’s definitely not a given.  Thirdly, if we look a little closer at Collard’s record, he is 

actually 9-2-1 since October, 2011 so those additional losses probably don’t mean too much at this 

point.  On top of all else, our model favours Collard and it tends to be right in these situations more 

often than not so we have to go with it. 

We placed a 2 unit bet on Collard at 2.25 (+125).  



Bets 

Under 4.5 Rounds – Hendricks/Lawler. 2 units at 1.95 (-105) at 5Dimes 

Schaub over Browne. 1 unit at 3.89 (+289) at Pinnacle 

Hamilton over Duffee. 2 units at 3.80 (+280) at Pinnacle 

Collard over White. 2 units at 2.25 (+125) at Pinnacle 

Thanks for ordering our UFC 181: Hendricks vs Lawler paid betting tips.  Good luck with all your bets 

Saturday night! 
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